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For Immediate Release 
 

Tabs3 Grows Cloud Offering with Acquisition of CosmoLex 
 
Lincoln – October 2, 2018 – Tabs3 Software, a leading provider of desktop legal practice management 
software, announced today that it has acquired CosmoLex, a leading provider of cloud legal practice 
management software. With the addition of CosmoLex, Tabs3 will serve over 100,000 legal professionals 
in the United States and Canada.  
 
With the acquisition of CosmoLex, Tabs3 now has the most complete offering of billing, financial and 
practice management software for solo to midsized law firms; whether they want a desktop or cloud 
solution.  The award winning Tabs3 products include billing, financials and practice management with 
the control, security and advanced features of a mature desktop product.  CosmoLex offers an 
integrated cloud billing, accounting and practice management product. Kurent provides a lower priced 
cloud billing and trust accounting product designed for solos and small firms, and integrates with 
QuickBooks for accounting.   
 
“We are thrilled to welcome CosmoLex to the Tabs3 family as we continue to build the leading platform 
for practice and financial management software for solo to midsized law firms,” remarked Dan Berlin, 
President and CEO of Tabs3. “CosmoLex plays a significant role in our vision to be the software partner 
of choice for every solo to midsized law firm in the United States and Canada, whether they desire 
cloud, desktop, or hosted desktop software.” 
 
Rick Kabra, founder and CEO of CosmoLex, said, “The combination of Tabs3 and CosmoLex brings 
together the market-leading desktop platform with the fastest-growing cloud platform in the legal 
billing, financial and practice management markets. We are now much better positioned to serve 
existing and new clients as law firms continue to embrace cloud technology.” 
 
For more information visit, https://www.tabs3.com/. 
 
About Software Technology, LLC  
Software Technology, LLC is a leading provider of legal software in the United States with 40 years of 
experience and more than 100,000 active legal professionals on its products.  Its three product lines, 
Tabs3, Kurent and CosmoLex, offer billing, accounting and practice management features for solo to 
midsized law firms in the cloud and desktop environments.   
 


